In 1932 and 1933 I [5, 6] gave some rules connecting different classes of self-reciprocal functions. The object of this note is to derive some new self-reciprocal functions with the help of those rules.
I will say that a function is R v if it is self-reciprocal for /" transforms, where v> -1.
I will make use of the following results given in the papers referred to:
If f{x) is i? M , the functions g{x) given by the following integral formulas are all R v : Evaluating this integral by Hankel's formula [7] , we get
• jFiCy/2 -M/2; 1 + M/2 + P/2; * 2 /2), » > -1. i/M* + l/2;l/2;*72). As a particular case, when v is an integer, this becomes a constant multiple of (3) ^-^^-^^P-s.-Kx).
(ô) When n = \/2-v, the function is x~v+ w e~x^2 iFi(v-l/2; 3/2; * 2 /2), <><2).
If v is an integer, this is a constant multiple of
The functions (3) and (4) If, in (iv), we take the same function for f(x) we arrive at the function (6) again.
If we take the same function for f(x) in (v), we again arrive at the function (2).
